
May 3, 2008, marked the date for The 

2nd Annual Black Lily Film and Music 

Festival held in Philadelphia, PA. The 

voices of feminine liberation were 

heard loud and clear from artists such 

as Lizz Wright, Muhsinah, Zaki 

Ibrahim, Bahamadia, Ladybug Mecca 

to name a few and Amanda Diva who 

hosted. It was apparent,  the majority 

in the crowd that evening were 

women and it made the cry louder 

than ever; there is still a real and 

heavy presence of female artists when 

it comes to hip-hop and other genre 

bending categories.  Media outlets 

don’t get it. Coverage of female artists 

shouldn’t just be for their aesthetic 

appearances, but rather their artistry. 

Black Lily, started by the ladies of 

The Jazzyfatnastees, has been able to 

maintain that approach and as their 

brand progresses, the voices of female 

musicians and filmmakers will 

continue to thrive. 

The last musical act that evening, put 

the icing on the cake. Hailing from 

L.A., this magnetic duo,  the girl Jack 

and the boy Brook have created a new 

force. It would be nostalgic to focus on 

their genre bending style. Yes, they’re 

Black and yes they love to rock out! 

But,  for them…this music thing comes 

from a deeper place. A place that 

hasn’t been touched formally and 

when in the studio, that something is 

released and has turned into what you 

consider electrifying and unable to 

turn away from.  Currently signed to 

Warner Brothers Records, their 

upcoming album will be released July 

1st. Not in a rush,  they state that 

taking their time is the key to be truly 

satisfied with their release.   Many 

tracks you think you have…you really 

don’t! All new material will be on this 

album. 

So,  why did the crowd rush to the 

stage whether they knew J*Davey or 

not? Because they look cool too! It 

was pushing 1 am and the concert was 

thinning out. I, myself knew who the 

last act was going to be and had 

prepared myself to get a front row 

spot.  As Jack walked out on stage, 

her jet black funky Mohawk styled 

hair and tall slender frame in leopard 

printed heels approached the crowd in 

her flirty voice she stated, “We’re 

from California.” The crowd roared. 

Those that already knew what to 

expect were ready for the music and 

the rest focused on the style and 

skeptical of their music selection. But, 

after their first song it didn’t matter 

anymore. You either loved them, or 

you didn’t.

Prior to their performance, I asked 

them if they were ready for the crowd. 

Nervous,  Brook stated, not really 

knowing what to expect,  they judge 

everything once they hit the stage. 

Their newness to you is how they 

thrive when in performance mode and 

turning you into a J*Davey groupie is 

their desire.  After their set, the crowd 

was satisfied.  From the song Lazy 

Daze , when fans jumped on stage and 

began doing the “Carlton” dance of 

Fresh Prince of Bel-Air to their last 

song being No More ; there was no 

turning back if you were a fan and if 

this was your first experience you 

were definitely hooked.  Jack flirted 

with the audience. Getting down to 

eye level calling the song No More  for 

the lovers and to grab them close, it 

was clear that sex and physicality was 

no stranger to the duo; why be shy 

right?  Their candid expressiveness 

has shaped how we relate to them. 

Many artists are too careful when it 

comes to their image. The glitz and 

glimmer of being an artist has killed 

the authentic fascination.  J*Davey 

brings their reality and if it takes until 

July 1st to get it in-hand….so be it!You 

can find out more on J*Davey via 

www.jdaveybaby.com 

It’s J★Davey Baby! By Simóne Banks
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